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About us: 

 
Gayatri Plastics Private Limited is owned by Mr. Priyesh Patel which was established in the 

year 1988 in Bharuch and is established its predominant position in packaging solution 

industry. With a perfect blend of rich experience, excellent skills and latest technologies we 

are happy to serve our client a prime quality material.  We are specialized in the business of 

shopping bag, courier bag, laminated film / pouches, plastic films and bags production as well 

as with printing sector. 

 

Gayatri Plastics Private Limited having an active family of 50 employees. The material used 

for production is of finest quality which makes the world class output achievable at the most 

economic rates. The use of latest technologies had brought our production capacity at 100 

tons per month. 

 

 
 

 

Gayatri Plastics Pvt Ltd provides complete packaging solutions from concept to finished 

product. We specialize in accurate and practical representation of your brand through our 

various products.  

 

We are a workforce of in-house designers, production specialists and dedicated 

workers. 

 

 
We assure timely delivery of the material which not only follows packing standards but also 

it is totally tailor-made according to clients’ requirements. Moreover these materials will be 

transported by us by the mode suggested by clients. 



 

 

GAYATRI PLASTICS PVT LTD is ISO certified company. Our products were registered 

under “ISO 9001:2015 Quality management Systems.” 

 



 

 

 

Some of main products that we produce are like: 

 

 (Bio-degradable Option available) 

Different types of Gazetted/No gazetted bags by using LDPE / LLDPE/ HM / HDPE 

with Six Colour gravure printing according to clients’ requirement, Nursery bags, 

Garbage bags etc.

 

  

Various types of films like:  LD Shrink Film, Laminated Film, Rubber released Film, 

Embossed Film, Milk & Water packaging film, Ind. Liners, EVA Film, Mulching films, 

Antistatic bag & film etc.

 

 

We are also dealing in manufacturing and supply of Shrink Wrap Covers,  

LD-/HM Pallate Cover, and Plastic Rolls, catering rolls etc.

 

 (Bio-degradable Option available)

Gayatri Plastics Private Limited is one of the key suppliers of Pharmaceutical films to 

well-known Pharmaceutical companies like Cadila Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Sudeep 

Pharma Ltd. etc. These films are produce by a close adherence to compliance with 

global quality standards. The core processes for these films like production of 

bags, cutting, separate inspection of each bag is done in closed dust free 

room to assure best quality. 

 

 



 

 

 

  

  
 
Milk requires an extra protection as it attracts bacteria more than water and other liquid 

products.  Hence we manufacture superior quality high barrier film that is very much 

convenient and good for the milk inside. 

 

We ensure that we use only quality food grade material manufactured with the help of 

advanced technology that is at par with the industry standards ensuring optimum safety of 

milk. 

 

We also take care for superior resistance and leak proof sealing properties for water and 

pepcee (sip up pouch film) packaging films with customized multi-colored film options.  



 

 

 

 Superior quality of raw materials 

 Food grade material 

 Waterproof and Durable 

 Customized Printing option with multiple food grade color’s  

 High safety at the time of processing 

 Customized as per the clients requirements 

 

   

 

 We are offering the best quality of Laminated Packaging Pouch, which are designed 

as the set of industry norms and standards under the guidance of our experts.  

 These products are highly demanded their attractive pattern. In addition to this, these 

products are offered to the clients at affordable rates within the committed period of 

time. 

    

 

 We Provides Laminated pouches with “Side Gasset” Option. 



 

 

 

Also manufactures perforated pouch for Joss Stick 

(Agarbatti).  

 

 

 We Provides Vacuum-pack Laminated pouches And the pouches for frozen products, 

which can sustain up to -18 degree C.  

 This type of pouches can be avail with combination (PET + Met. PET + Poly) And also 

available combination (PET + Poly).  

 



 

 

 
 

 

We engaged in providing Centre Seal Pouches. 

These Pouches are developed in tandem with the 

nation quality standards. We are also foremost and 

well-recognized names in the field of offering 

precision designed and quality finished an 

assortment of Center Seal Pouches. These find 

extensive usage in Food and Chemical packing and 

have in them the capability to withstand both high 

and low variations in temperatures.  
 

 

 Air Retention 

 Moisture Protection 

 Other external factors 

 

 
Our array of three side seal pouches come in a 

variety of shapes and sizes. Made from high-quality 

raw materials, these Three Side Seal Pouches are 

tightly sealed from three sides for safe packaging. 

Durability and leak proof packaging of these 

pouches helped them find their application in a 

number of industrial uses. Moreover, these pouches 

are also leak-proof in finish, thus making these 

widely demanded among different industrial 

packaging applications.  

 

 

 Having high MVTR and WVTR 

 Can be delivered in up to 6 color finish 

 Printing option using advanced rotogravure 

machine 

 Can be delivered in packaging from 50g to 10kg sizes 

 
 

 
 

We are also engaged in presenting a remarkable range of Matt 

Varnish Pouches. These Matt Varnish Pouches are well tested on 

various quality parameters.  

 

We offer these in different sizes and shapes as per the 

requirements of our clients. These pouches are torn free and 

temperature resistant.  

 

http://www.shakoflex.net/call.html


 

 

 
 

In order to keep pace with never ending demands of the 

customers, our company is instrumental in offering Matt 

Finish Pouches. These Matt Finish Pouches can be 

customized to meet the diverse requirements of the 

customers. The offered assortment of matte finish 

pouches is made utilizing high-grade raw material and 

innovative machinery in strict compliance with the 

national quality norms. Along with this, the offered 

assortment of matte finish pouches is available in 

different customized specifications to comprehend and 

meet the diverse requirements of clients.  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

We also provides unprinted/blank laminated pouches. 

The provided assortment of pouches are extensively used 

to pack all type of snacks such as spicy snacks, cocktail 

snacks, pulse snacks, fried snacks, baked snacks, 

extruded snacks and many more.  

 

 

 

Ask for Price

We offers Gusseted Pouches. These Gusseted Pouches are 

widely used in packing jewelry, gift items, soaps, eatables and 

more such products. 

These Gusseted Pouches are mostly used for shopping 

purposes. These gusseted bags can be marked on the sides 

which helps in grading & identification. Gusseting also 

improves the stacking ability. Available in various 

specifications.  
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(Bio-degradable Option available)

 

  

   

 

 
 

1. This are mailing envelopes in different sizes with 
tamper proof gumming on the flap. 

2.  Here the only difference to security envelopes is 
there is a courier pouch attached at the back for POD, like in DHL 
envelopes. 

3.  These are security envelopes 
with bubble sheet laminated on the inside for sending delicate products 
through courier. 

4.  These are transparent envelopes for 
keeping invoices which has to affix on the parcel/packet as per Govt. 
regulation. 

Manufactured from 60 micron (Standard) co-extruded PE film which is grey/black in 

color (from inside) & white color (outside). And also manufactured with multi -color film 

with customized thickness.  



 

 

 

 

 Flap with a hot melt adhesive strip for easy and permanent closure  

 Unique sequential and bar code printed (optional) 

 A clear overlapping body pocket for inserting airway bill, consignment no.  

 Can be customized to client’s specifications  

 Multi-color design modification option can be available.  

 

(Bio-degradable Option available)

We offers Printed Tissue Paper Packing Pouches. These pouches 

made of LDPE films with gusseted option. 

 

 

(Bio-degradable Option available) 

We offers Printed Sanitary pad & 

Diaper packaging pouches. These 

pouches were available in LDPE 
materials with different option. 

- 6 colour Printing Option. 

- Perforated option.  

- Bottom Gusseted.  



 

 

(Bio-degradable Option available)

 
 

 

   

 

 

         

  

 

 Premium finish 

 High load bearing capacity 

 Tear Resistance 

 Moisture Resistance  

 Seamless Finish 



 

 

        

 These shopping bags were made of LDPE / LLDPE.  

 It provides high-strength, f ine look with glossy and matt effect.  

 It can be available with shiny/matt f inished colored options.  

 Shopping bags were available with various printing options (e.g. printing on side 

gassets, bottom gassets, etc).  

 We also manufacture HM-HDPE Shopping Bags.   

 

               
 
We bring forth a wide collection of HM Bags for our esteemed clients.  Further, these bags 
are available in several sizes which are widely demanded in the market for restaurant 
purposes, to store dry ice, collecting garbage such as clinical, domestic, kitchen waste 
etc.  
 
Our offered bags can easily handle large weights and thus widely demanded in the market. 
Apart from this, our esteemed clients can avail these bags from us at market leading 
prices. 
 

 

 Tamper proof 

 Easy to carry 



 

 

 

 

 Gauge: 100, 200, 250, 300  

 Colors: As per Client demand 

 Customization options available  

 

Biodegradable bags are bags that are capable of being decomposed by bacteria or other 

living organisms 

 

   
 

 Food packaging – packaging that can be composted together with its contents when the 

product is past its sell-by date or spoiled 

 Agriculture – plastic sheeting that can be ploughed-into biodegradable mulch and seed 

film 
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Length As per client requirements  

Width Up to 1.1 meter 

Thickness 

(microns) 

25,30, 40,50  

Color White, Silver, Transparent, Any other color as per 

client demands (Multiple Color) 

 Prevents soil erosion 

 Manipulate light, temperature and moisture 

 Protects the crops from insects 

 Warm the soil for optimum growth of crops 

 

 

We have gained huge accolades by our clients for our excellent quality range of Shrink 

Films. These are manufactured using superior quality materials, procured from reliable 

vendor and find a wide application across various industries. Our range of Shrink Films are 

available in various sizes & weights, and is highly appreciated for its apprehensive features 

like high tensile strength and durability.  
 



 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We introduced the New Generation MPE (Metallocene Poly Ethylene) for Water Bottles 

packing.  Unlike LDPE film of 120 and 130 microns, our MPE of 80 micron will take care of 

your water bottles and reach them to the destination without any damage.  Our film has 

extra strength and holding force to keep the bottles intact.  The bottles do not sag 

due to loosening of the film.  It has good grip to hold the bottles even in hilly area 

transportation.  Because of good grip and strength, 20 packages can be stacked one over 

other without breakages.  Compared to Paper Cartons, these packs are economical, safe 

and transparent.  No need to worry about rain or leakage from one bottle affecting others. 

 

 

For extra strength, we use Heavy Duty LDPE which is with 

factional MFI and good dart drop strength.  With proper 

dosage of strengthening additives like EVA and high technology 

oriented Processing,  we have made our LDPE Shrink suitable to 

any heavy packing like Water bottles, Soft Drinks, Pallets, 

Abrasives, Cast Steel, empty bottle packing, box with sharp 

corners etc.  

 

 



 

 

 

We supply timely and high quality PE shrink film which is 

available in customized sizes and specifications as per the 

requirements of our esteemed clients. These are 

extensively used for packaging of bulk goods, bottles, 

eatables and many other house hold items. PE Shrink film 

is a very economical packing option which ensures low 

wear and tear, long Shelf Life, attractive and presentable 

end product with added protection.  We use high grade 

LDPE, LLDPE and EVA for achieving good shrinkage, 

strength, holding force.  They have very aesthetic look having clarity, corner edging, 

fine sealing etc.  They can be used in stationery packing, small box packing, pharma 

bottle packing, tin packing etc.  

 

 
After the invention of Metallocene PE, the gap for high 

quality shrink film narrowed.  MPE has very good dart drop 

strength, elongation, holding force and considerable shrink 

ability.  This resulted in use of thinner films compared to 

LDPE.  For example 120 micron film of LDPE can easily be 

replaced by 80 micron MPE film.  This resulted in 

considerable saving in packing cost with added strength 

and protection in packing.  MPE shrinks fast in low 

temperature and does not become saggy after cooling. 

 High tensile strength 

 Great clarity 

 Economical to use 

 Eases electric cost(low melting and sealing temperature) 

 

 

We are manufacturers and suppliers of finest quality shrink 

films that are used extensively in Pharmaceutical, food 

products, beverage and automobile industries. Our products 

are very popular for their distinctive and fine features like high 

Shrinkage, good transparency, smooth and clear Printability of 

product with least gauge variation and flow lines. These are at 

par with the latest cut edge technology to satisfy our client 

needs. 

 Great for food storage 

 Advanced technology used 

 Better finish 

 Used in various different industries 



 

 

 
 

We make and supply poly ethylene shrink film which is made from 

the finest quality raw materials, procured from our oldest and most 

reliable vendor and find a wide application across various 

industries. It can be customised in various measurements as the 

client requires and is great for packing material in transit due to its 

light packaging technique which ensures extremely low wear and 

tear with no added weight without acquiring extra space. 

 Reduced wear and tear 

 Great for transit packaging 

 Good clarity 

 Great for tight packaging 

 

  
 

To separate rubber sheet layers from each other/ Glossy Improvement in Rubbers. 

(Bio-degradable Option available)

 To cover/ protect the boxes, pallets, group of boxes. 

 Create a pallet form by adding small boxes. 

 Can be used as a container for group of box. 

 

 

    



 

 

Our customers can avail from us a wide range of Pallet Cover. Manufactured using fine 

quality LDPE / HM / LD material, these are suitable for light, medium and heavy duty usage. 

Moreover, these covers protect the material to be transported, from dust, rain and damage. 

Also, these can be made in any dimension with 25 mic. To 150 mic. 

 

 

 These liner bags were uses for 

handling, storing and transporting 

products with almost care and 

protection.  

 And anti-static liner bags were 

widely used to package products in the 

Electronic industry, Pharmaceutical 

industry and Printing industry, where 

the electro static discharge deteriorates the quality of the 

product. 

 

 Available in wide range of size and thickness. 

 Available with printing options. 

 Available in natural, black and many other color. 

 

 

Our Catering Table Rolls are extensively used in 

hotels, marriage halls and restaurants. The rolls are 

manufactured from fine grade raw material using 

modern techniques in adherence to predefined 

industry norms. Highly demanded in the market, these 

table rolls are available in various colors and sizes as 

per the detailed requirements of our valuable clients. 

 Light weight 

 Moist proof 

 Smooth surface finish 

 Width: 4”-52” Length – as per client specification 

 Rolls offer water-proof and moisture-resistant packaging in diverse applications. 

http://www.gayatriplasticspvt.com/catering-table-rolls.html


 

 

(Bio-degradable Option available)

 

With our specialization in this domain, we offer a 

qualitative range of LD Garbage Bags for our clients.  

Our offered bags are stringently checked against 

various quality parameters to deliver the flawless 

supply. In addition to this, our offered bags are 

highly acclaimed by our prestigious clients for 

keeping the container sanitary by creating a barrier 

between the container & the garbage. 

 Chemical resistance 

 Recyclable 

 Seamless finish 

 

(Bio-degradable Option 

available)
LDPE/HM-HDPE Films & Bags are used in various Industries such as Automobile, Chemicals, 

Pharmaceuticals, Garments, Textile, Electronics, Engineering, Food, Beverages, and 

Agriculture for packing of products. 

 

LDPE Plastic bags and LDPE Rolls prevent the product from Dust/Rain and Transit Damage. 

LDPE Rolls & Bags are being made as per the needs of the Company depending upon 

various specifications of the product. 

 

EVA (Ethyl Vinyl acetate) is usually coextruded with polyethylene. The main characteristic of 

EVA is to enable a lower softening and melting points of the PE film. It also increases the 

impact strength and puncture resistance of the film. EVA is a poor barrier to gases and 

average to moisture. 

 

 Low softening and melting points.

 Good flexibility, 

 Permeability to gases but improves water vapor permeability 

 Improves impact strength 

 Improves seal ability. 

 Non Toxic, is largely used in food packaging industry 

 

 To pack rubber additives in rubber industry

 Chemical compounding (tyre industry)

 To pack wax

 To pack additivesSurgical gloves



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

     

 
 

 

 
    

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Nilesh Behera (Sales Executive) 

Mo. No. : +91 - 75748 61066  

Mail: sales@gayatriplasticspvt.com 

Mr. Priyesh Patel (Director) 
Mo. No. : +91 - 93282 09059  

Mail: gayatriplasticspvtltd@gmail.com 
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